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1. Quality, Health & Safety
Purewater is known for its commitment to its quality-management and food-safety
systems. Company facilities operate under independently certified, ISO compliant, HACCP
food-safety systems, which are routinely audited by SAI Global of Australia. Additionally,
Purewater is the only regional manufacturer that meets standards required to supply
drinking-water to US Armed Forces and is listed on the US Department of Defence's
Approved Global Suppliers list. The listing process followed an evaluation of local bottlers
by the US Military and a subsequent comprehensive audit of Purewater's business and
food-safety-systems. Purewater's commitment to quality has been formally recognized by
several of its customers and by the Australasian Food and Beverage Industry. By way of
example, in 2017, the Company won the Australian HACCP Industry Award against a field
of international competitors. This is the only occasion the award has been made to a
business from outside Australia or New Zealand.
All filtration equipment used by Purewater in its water treatment processes is designed and manufactured by
leading Australian suppliers.

2. Drinking-Water
Purewater treats, processes, packages, and distributes drinking-water supplied in:
i. refillable five-gallon, polycarbonate (PC) bottles processed and packaged at facilities in Lae
and Port Moresby; and,
ii. 330 ml, 600 ml, and 1.5 ltr PET bottles produced at the Company's Port Moresby facility
(and shipped around PNG as required).
All raw materials (PET preforms, closures, etc.) used by the Company in its processing and
packaging processes comply with food safety requirements set down by the US Military.

3. Dispensers
Purewater also supplies a range of dispensers. These include:
i.

freestanding and benchtop, hot and cold machines;

ii.

ceramic and frame-mount products; and,

iii. USB chargeable mountable pumps.
All electrical appliances meet design requirements for the United States
and Canadian markets and are certified accordingly.

“ perfectly pure ….
.... perfectly PNG ”

